that a contractor from North Carolina promises to build an addition to my house in Virginia before the winter and completes ninety percent of the project-all except the roof-by November 15. Assume further that the contractor threatens not to complete the project, knowing that I cannot find satisfactory substitute performance, and thus secures my "agreement" to an increase in the contract price. Most scholars would agree that state contract law should govern my claims for relief, and that competition between the states regarding the standards governing such conduct would not result in a race to the bottom. 4 Therefore, no federal monopoly is necessary.
This essay examines a class of cases that stands somewhere between the merger of Ford and General Motors, on the one hand, and the threatened breach by the contractor on the other: franchisor opportunism. These cases are similar to the hypothetical merger or cartel involving Ford and General Motors in that the "offending" parties are large, often multinational corporations that do business in all fifty states. However, they are also like the threatened breach by the contractor in that they involve opportunism in two-party, buyer-seller relationships, opportunism that seems redressable under traditional contract law doctrines. The hybrid nature of such cases presents a puzzle for courts and policymakers who must decide which institution-federal monopoly or competition between the states-should generate the rules governing these transactions.
This essay suggests that the federal government should not, under the aegis of the Sherman Act, displace competition among the states for the production of rules governing purported franchisor opportunism. As shown below, the case for Sherman Act intervention to combat franchisor opportunism turns on the existence of transaction costs, costs 4 . See Alaska Packers' Ass'n v. Domenico, 117 F. 99, 103 (9th Cir. 1902) (holding that a new "agreement" obtained by threatened breach was unenforceable given preexisting duty rule); see also Industrial Representatives, Inc. v. CP Clare Corp., 74 F.3d 128, 129-30 (7th Cir. 1996) (stating that implied covenant of good faith is designed to combat opportunism, giving as an example "[t]he movie star who sulks (in the hope of being offered more money) when production is 90% complete, and reshooting the picture without him would be exceedingly expensive"). Indeed, one of the most committed proponents of using the Sherman Act to combat opportunism would not stretch the Act to reach the contractor's conduct. See that would prevent franchisees from protecting themselves in advance by contract or exit. Indeed, the treble-damage remedy of the Sherman Act can be characterized as a liability rule that obviates the market failure that transaction costs would otherwise engender.
Those who have advocated Sherman Act regulation in this context have treated transaction costs as a given-exogenous to the legal system. However, as shown below, these costs are in fact a function of the institutional framework, which is constructed in part by various rules of contract law. By adjusting these common law rules by judicial decision or statute, states can alter the institutional framework, reduce the cost of transactions, and thus undermine the case for Sherman Act intervention.
The mere fact that state courts and legislatures could generate rules that deter franchisor opportunism does not mean that they will. Delaware, after all, could produce corporate law that deterred all wealth-destroying mergers, though one doubts it would do so.s Still, given state law's potential for preventing franchisor opportunism, advocates of federal intervention in this area must demonstrate that competition between states to produce the institutional framework governing such behavior is beset by a market failure that will produce a race to the bottom. No such demonstration has been made, and preliminary analysis suggests that competition between the states will not, in fact, produce a race to the bottom in this context.
I. THE CASE FOR SHERMAN Acr INTERVENTION
Opportunism by franchisors can take several forms, and consideration of a concrete example that may raise antitrust concerns will help focus the analysis.6 Assume that PizzaShack, a multinational franchisor with outlets in fifty states, enters a standard form franchise contract with hundreds of franchisees. Page 11 of the contract, paragraph 63, provides that PizzaShack can require its franchisees to purchase inputs from it at 5 . See [Vol. 23 "PizzaShack' s discretion."7 Further, the contract is silent regarding PizzaShack' s right to control its franchisees' prices and to appoint other franchisees near the location of an established outlet. The contract is governed by a ten-year term, and may be terminated "at will" by either party upon thirty days written notice.
Some time after entering into these contracts with its franchisees, PizzaShack invokes its rights under paragraph 63, and announces that, henceforth, all outlets will purchase pizza sauce and dough only from it.s At the same time, the firm announces a new II consumer friendly price policy/' which will require many franchisees to roll back their prices on some iterns.9 Failure to adhere to either policy, PizzaShack asserts, will result in termination. Finally, PizzaShack embarks on an aggressive expansion plan, which involves the appointment of new franchisees that II encroach" upon areas previously served by existing outlets.1o
Encouraged by the Supreme Court's decision in Eastman Kodak Co. v costs, courts should declare ties "per se" unlawful, subject to assertion of an affirmative defense). As a doctrinal matter, these scholars would hold that the presence of relationship-specific investments, coupled with lack of pre-investment knowledge of the tie, constitutes "market power" of the sort necessary to establish a per se violation. See generally Eastman Kodak, 504 U.S. at 471-78 (adopting this approach); Jefferson Similar considerations purportedly require hostile treatment of the maximum resale price maintenance ("rpm") policy. 19 Here again, franchisees have been "locked in" to their relationships with the franchisor.2o Because franchisors can abuse their positions by imposing maximum rpm, such policies should be presumed unlawful, subject to proof that they are, on balance, procompetitive.21 Indeed, the case for intervention here is in some sense stronger than it was with respect to the tying agreement. There, at least, franchisees could have warned themselves of the potential for opportunism by reading their contracts.22 Nothing in the contract hypothesized here, however, alerted franchisees to the possibility that the franchisor could impose a price ceiling. 23 that is, a deviation from the quality of franchise opportunity that would have been produced in their absence.3° In this context, the treble-damage remedy of the Sherman Act can be seen as a liability rule that discourages the sort of opportunism that might otherwise be prompted by market failure.3t
The mere fact that one can tell a plausible story of opportunism does not, without more, justify antitrust intervention. The question remains whether the costs of such intervention outweigh its benefits.32 Some have argued that this criterion is not met where franchisor opportunism is concerned. Franchisees are free to evaluate the terms and conditions of franchise contracts, as well as any potential for opportunism that such agreements might create.33 Franchisees that fear opportunism can protect themselves by negotiating contractual protection or, in the alternative, "exiting" and signing on with a franchisor that has a reputation for trustworthiness.34 This latter course-migrating to trustworthy franchisors-will ensure that franchise opportunities are priced to reflect both their contractual terms and the franchisor's reputation. 35 Moreover, to the extent that a franchisor attempts to engage in post-contractual opportunism, it will suffer in the marketplace as its reputation for fair dealing deteriorates, thereby reducing the price that it can command for franchise opportunities in the future. specific investments can create the potential for abuse, those scholars who argue against federal intervention also point out that such investments might serve useful purposes as "hostages" that franchisors may use to deter opportunism by franchisees.37 Indeed, the sort of contractual devices most often deemed opportunistic -tying arrangements and maximum rpm-can be methods of controlling franchisee opportunism.3s Treating "hostages" designed to enforce such agreements as a source of market power that renders these contractual provisions presumptively unlawful may do more harm than good.39 This critique of using antitrust law to thwart franchisor opportunism is powerful, maybe even compelling. Even if this critique fails, however, there is another, more fundamental problem with the case for Sherman Act regulation in this context. That is to say, even if the sort of opportunism described earlier is plausible, and even if some form of intervention is necessary to prevent it, proponents of Sherman Act regulation have not explained why federal intervention is necessary. More precisely, these advocates have ignored the role that state law can and does play in reducing transaction costs and subsequent market failures.
As noted earlier, the possibility of opportunism depends upon bargaining and information costs that prevent franchisees from protecting themselves in advance by contract or exit. 4 o In a world beset by such costs, a franchisor can insert onerous clauses in the franchise contract without suffering in the marketplace (i.e., without any reduction in the price it might command for the opportunities it sells).41 Moreover, the franchisor can engage in various forms of post-contractual opportunism unhampered by any agreement franchisees would have negotiated absent transaction costs.42
Although this story is plausible, it depends upon a particular institutional framework and the transaction costs that this framework might create.43 Consider first the tying clause, inserted in the initial franchise contract. Proponents of Sherman Act regulation of franchisor opportunism assume that such a clause would be binding, regardless of whether the franchisee was aware of it and regardless of how onerous it is. Certainly this is true under the original Restatement of Contracts, which provided that parties had a "duty to read" their contracts and thus were bound to any terms contained therein.44 In a "duty to read" regime, the possibility of such opportunism could be real and may justify Sherman Act regulation.
Such a story is far less plausible if one substitutes a different regime of contract law to govern the transaction-namely, the Second Restatement. Under this regime, any clause in a standard form contract that is outside the reasonable expectation of the parties will not be enforced, absent subjective assent by the party to be bound. 45 45. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONTRACIS § 211(3) (stating that standard terms are not binding when the proponent of the contract "has reason to believe that the party manifesting such assent would not do so if he knew that the writing contained a particular term"); RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACIS § 211 cmt. f (stating that buyers "are not bound to unknown terms which are beyond the range of reasonable could not enforce a tying clause that a court might deem unduly onerous unless it had called the clause to the franchisee's attention, explained it, and obtained the franchisee's subjective assent to it. 46 Such a regime can lower the transaction costs that accompany the negotiation of the franchise contract and encourage opportunism. Franchisees who sign standard franchise contracts can rely upon the franchisor to insert only those clauses that are within the reasonable expectation of the parties, and thus, they need not expend resources carefully scrutinizing the agreement.47 Franchisors that want to enforce questionable terms must disclose them. Tiris disclosure will produce information and reduce the franchisee's costs of identifying such clauses. If an unduly onerous clause is disclosed it will be priced, thus deterring the franchisor from adopting it in the first place.4s If administered as advertised, 46. For an application of this principle in the franchising context that pre-dates the adoption of the Second Restatement, see Weaver v. American Oil Co., 276 N.E.2d 144 (Ind. 1971) (refusing to enforce oppressive term in a standard franchise contract when the franchisor had not obtained the franchisee's subjective assent to the term).
47. The authors of section 211 apparently recognized that this provision could serve such a purpose. See REsTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACfS, § 211 cmt. b ("One of the purposes of standardization is to eliminate bargaining over details of individual transactions, and that purpose would not be served if a substantial number of customers retained counsel and reviewed the standard terms."); see also Meese, Antitrust Balancing In A (Near) Coasean World, supra note 30, at 139 n.132 (suggesting that section 211 can lower transaction costs).
Over a decade before section 211 was adopted, Professor Macaulay recognized that relaxation of the duty to read could facilitate trust between the parties and obviate the necessity of careful scrutiny of a standard agreement:
Perhaps more often transactional policy will call for overturning or modifying a written document (by reforming or construing it) in the light of the bargainin-fact of the parties. While a case can be made for self-reliance, part of decent social and business conduct is trust. ln many negotiation situations all of the pressures push for friendly gestures rather than a suspicious line-by-line analysis of the writing. The buyer of home siding can believe the president of the home remodeling company when he says his siding will not rust or crack; the buyer does not have to parse the text of the lengthy and technical printed form and spot the integration clause at his peril. Macaulay, supra note 44, at 1061 (footnote omitted). Cf The realization that section 211 can reduce the transaction costs that might otherwise produce a lemons equilibrium in contractual terms is merely an application of a larger principle recognized by Professor Coase and others-namely, that the extent and nature of transaction costs are not exogenous to the institutional framework but are instead a function of it. As Professor Coase put it in his Nobel lecture:
[T]he rights which individuals possess, with their duties and privileges, will be, to a large extent, what the law determines. As a result, the legal system will have a profound effect on the working of the economic system and may in certain respects be said to control it .... It makes little sense for economists to discuss the process of exchange without specifying the institutional setting within which the trading takes place. so Indeed, Professor Coase himself anticipated the analysis of section 211laid out above. In describing the various steps the state could take to reduce the cost of transacting and thus eliminate market failure, Coase said:
Since, by and large, people choose to perform those actions which they think will promote their own interests, the way to alter their behaviour in the economic sphere is to make it disclosure of contractual terms will lead terms to be priced); in their interest to do so. The only means available to the government for doing this (apart from exhortation, which is commonly ineffective) is a change in the law or its administration. The forms such changes may take are many. They may amend the rights and duties which people are allowed to acquire or are deemed to possess, or they may make transactions more or less costly by altering the requirements for making a legally binding contract. 51 
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Section 211 follows Professor Coase' s admonition. Franchisors can only acquire the right to control a franchisee's purchasing decisions when such control is reasonable, or when the franchisee has explicitly agreed to cede such control. Moreover, by "altering the requirements for making a legally binding contract"52-that is, by changing the definition of "agreement" -the provision reduces the franchisee's cost of identifying and pricing a potentially onerous term. Thus, section 211 reduces transaction costs and discourages franchisors from inserting onerous clauses.
Section 211 is not the only adjustment of contract law that can alter the institutional framework and reduce the cost of transacting. Fraud and unconscionability doctrines can perform similar functions.53 This is not to say that adjustment of the institutional framework can reduce to zero the costs of negotiating and enforcing franchise agreements. Short of an outright subsidy, no rule of law can eliminate the cost of reading an agreement or dickering over its terms. Still, by its nature, pre-contractual opportunism involves insertion and subsequent enforcement of terms that appear beyond the reasonable expectation of the parties. By declining to enforce such clauses absent disclosure and assent, courts that follow section 211 or similar rules can reduce to zero the franchisee's cost of identifying an unduly onerous contractual term that is legally enforceable. Thus, even in the "real world," where bargaining and information costs are present, reforms in the institutional framework can prevent the sort of pre-contractual opportunism that might otherwise arise and change the content of the agreements produced by negotiation between franchisor and franchisee. 54 This is all well and good when applied to pre-contractual opportunism. But what about the sort of post-contractual opportunism discussed earlier?ss What if, for instance, a franchisor announces a maximum rpm policy after the contract has been signed, and after the franchisee has made relationship-specific investments? Section 211 would have no bearing on such a policy, which has been clearly announced to franchisees, who must adhere to it under threat of termination. In this context, the transaction costs that prevent franchisees from protecting themselves in advance are, in fact, exogenous, suggesting that some form of antitrust intervention is necessary. Similar considerations would seem to counsel antitrust intervention to combat unreasonable encroachment.
It is true that a franchisor that wished to enforce a new maximum rpm policy, or to encroach on its existing franchisees, would find no opposition from section 211. The franchisor would, however, have to contend with other background rules of contract law, most notably the covenant of good faith. This covenant, implied in all contracts, prevents either party from taking steps that deprive the other party of its legitimate expectations under the agreement.s6 Indeed, some states have essentially codified this covenant in franchisee protection statutes that prevent termination except for "good 54. See Coase, Institutional Structure, supra note 43, at 716-18 (explaining that legal institutions can affect transaction costs and thus the nature of transactions that take place).
55. See supra notes 37-42 and accompanying text (discussing various forms o£ postcontractual opportunism).
56. See, e.g., Hentze v. Unverferht, 604 N.E.2d 536, 539 (Ill. App. Ct. 1992) (finding that the implied covenant of good faith forbids "opportunistic advantage-taking or lack of cooperation depriving the other contracting party of his reasonable expectations") (citations omitted); Photovest Corp. v. Fotomat Corp., 606 F.2d 704, 727-28 (7th Cir. 1979) (stating that according to California law, the covenant of good faith prevents the franchisor from destroying "the right of the other party to enjoy the fruits of the contract"); Burger King Corp. v. Agad, 941 F. Supp. 1217, 1221 (N.D. Ga. 1996) (applying Florida law to find that "[t]he implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing requires that 'a party vested with contractual discretion must exercise that discretion reasonably and with proper motive, and may not do so arbitrarily, capriciously, or in a manner inconsistent with the reasonable expectations of the parties"); RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRA CIS § 205; U.C.C. § § 1-203, 2-103(1)(b).
cause."57 Assume, for a moment, that a franchisor announces a price ceiling, and terminates a franchisee for failing to adhere to it. Assume further that the price set by the franchisor was unreasonably low and could not be justified as an attempt to prevent opportunistic price gouging by franchisees.ss Such behavior by the franchisor would deprive the franchisee of at least a portion of the profits it expected to derive under the agreement in question and could thus breach the good faith covenant.
A similar analysis would apply if the franchisor were to appoint franchisees that encroached on the location of established franchisees, or if it opened its own outlets that encroached in this manner. If the creation of these outlets deprived the franchisee of its legitimate expectations under the agreement, such a deprivation would offend the good faith covenant. 5 9 Implied covenants do not trump express contractual terms. definition, deprive the other party of its expectations.61 Because parties can contract around it, the implied covenant of good faith plays much the same role with respect to post-contractual opportunism that section 211 can play where pre-contractual opportunism is involved. By treating various forms of opportunism as a breach, this covenant reduces the bargaining and information costs that would otherwise prevent franchisees from protecting themselves in advance by contract or exit.62 For instance, if a franchisor wishes to impose an onerous price ceiling, it must secure the right to do so in an explicit agreement with the franchisee. Similarly, if a franchisor wishes to encroach on a franchisee's operations in a way that destroys its reasonable expectations, it must obtain an agreement to do so in advance.63 Any attempt to obtain such an agreement could be made subject to the provisions of section 211.64 Thus, franchisees need not anticipate each conceivable act of franchisor opportunism and preclude it by contract. Judicious application of the good faith covenant, then, can produce an institutional framework that blocks the opportunism that might otherwise occur under a different framework with higher transaction costs.
I do not mean to suggest that all states have constructed institutional frameworks that minimize, to the extent possible, the transaction costs that can engender franchisor opportunism. Nor should readers take this essay as an endorsement of each state law doctrine described above. Determining whether a clause is within the parties' "reasonable expectations" or Cir. 1990 ) ("'Good faith' is a compact reference to an implied undertaking not to take opportunistic advantage in a way that could not have been contemplated at the time of drafting, and which therefore was not resolved explicitly by the parties.").
63. See Scheck, 798 F. Supp. at 699-700 ("If a franchise agreement gives the franchisor the right to build (or permit building) another store next door to the one earlier permitted, it had better say so in clear terms. If it does not-if the franchisor has not given unto itself the right to be predatory-then it should be prepared to defend its position on a good faith-that is, reasonable conduct-basis."); Carlock v. Pillsbury 64. See supra notes 45-47 and accompanying text.
second-guessing one or the other parties' business decisions can be a tricky business; substitution of imperfect judicial oversight for imperfect markets will not invariably produce a net social improvement.65 Such caution is particularly appropriate in the franchising context, where apparently "unfair" arrangements, including termination, may serve useful purposes that are difficult to explain to courts. 6 6 The claim made here is a more modest one. The case for Sherman Act intervention depends upon the presence of transaction costs, which prevent franchisees from protecting themselvesthrough negotiation or exit-from onerous, legally-binding contractual terms or post-contractual opportunism. Transaction costs do not exist in a vacuum, but they are instead a function of the institutional framework constructed by the background legal regime, particularly the law of contracts. The realization that state law can reduce transaction costs and deter opportunistic behavior has important implications for attempts to employ the Sherman Act in the franchising context. As previously noted, proponents of Sherman Act regulation of franchisor opportunism would erect a presumption that such costs are present and can engender opportunism whenever a franchisee has made relationshipspecific investments. account the entirety of the institutional framework generated by the state whose law would otherwise govern the transaction or relationship in question.69 For instance, franchisees who claim that they are victims of pre-contractual opportunism should shoulder the burden of establishing that the contractual provision in question is enforceable under whatever contract law governs the transaction. This realization also raises a more fundamental question about the proper allocation of regulatory authority between states and the federal government. If the case for Sherman Act intervention depends upon the presence of transaction costs, and if states are capable of reducing such costs by changing the rules that make up the institutional framework, why is Sherman Act regulation of purported opportunism necessary? Put another way, the Sherman Act is only one particular method-and a rather inflexible method at that-of combating market failure. Why prefer it to whatever remedy or remedies that a state may choose to impose? Why, for instance, should federal courts, operating under the aegis of the Sherman Act, second-guess a state court's treatment of a clause obligating a franchisee to purchase inputs only from the franchisor? Or, if a franchisor should encroach on a franchisee's territory without justification, why second-guess the remedy that a state court might order for breach of the covenant of good faith implied by the common law or codified in a state franchisee-protection statute? 70 Presumably, states strive to construct institutional frameworks that minimize the costs associated with commercial transactions, including the costs of opportunism and judicial intervention to prevent it. Why not rely upon competition between these states to generate the most effective institutional frameworks for reducing the transaction costs that can engender opportunism in purchase and sale transactions? After all, this is the approach that antitrust would take in the case of the opportunistic building contractor described earlier, even if such conduct were otherwise within the scope of Federal Commerce power.71 Absent a showing that such behavior injures third parties, such as consumers, there is no direct restraint of interstate commerce with the result that federal intervention is unwarranted. 72 To be sure, the mere fact that state law can reduce the sort of transaction costs engendering opportunism does not mean that it will reduce such costs. As this essay noted at the outset, Delaware could develop a body of corporate law that prevented anticompetitive mergers, although one suspects that it would not. Instead, Delaware would most likely compete with other states to offer corporate law that would maximize corporate profits, and, in so doing, would approve transactions that exported costs to other states.73 Indeed, the whole reason for federal antitrust regulation is that states may be unable or unwilling to combat anticompetitive conduct that imposes costs on out-of-state consumers, consumers who cannot protect themselves by bargaining with the offending state.74 Thus, Sherman Act regulation of multi-state mergers satisfies James Wilson's criteria for federal intervention, as the "object of government" extends "beyond the bounds of a particular state/' given the existence of transaction costs that prevent outof-state consumers from bargaining with states that would otherwise regulate such conduct.75 If competition between the states can lead to suboptimal corporate law, perhaps it might also lead to suboptimal contract law. Or perhaps such competition will prevent states from adopting statutory regimes that remedy any shortcomings in the common law. If the competitive process that generates the institutional framework within which parties transact is itself fraught with a market failure, then conditions are ripe for interstate exploitation and Sherman Act regulation may be appropriate.76
Competition between the states to generate legal regimes is not always characterized by a market failure. Some scholars have made a strong case that state competition has produced optimal rules of corporate law, for instance.77 Such rules provide the background regime governing a special form of relational contract-the corporate charter.7B Proponents of employing the Sherman Act to regulate opportunism, then, 75. As James Wilson put it at the Pennsylvania ratifying convention:
Whatever object of government is confined in its operation and effects, within the bounds of a particular state, should be considered as belonging to the government of that state; whatever object of government extends, in its operation or effects, beyond the bounds of a particular state, should be considered as belonging to the government of the United States. One could imagine how such a race might take place. Certain states might decide to become "franchisor havens," adopting legal regimes that maximize the profitability of franchisor opportunism. Franchisors, in turn, might move their headquarters to such states, and insert in the governing franchise contract a clause choosing the haven's law.so To stem the exit of franchisors, other states might respond, adopting regimes that are equally hostile to franchisees. Indeed, even if such states did not respond, a few haven states might still succeed in imposing their law on the rest of the country, so long as franchisors moved their headquarters there. Indeed, if particular institutional frameworks can facilitate franchisor opportunism, franchisees are best characterized as third-party victims, unable to protect themselves from the effects of jurisdictional competition.sl If so, then states will not internalize the full effects of the institutional frameworks they generate and may be tempted to pursue a strategy of exploiting out-of-state franchisees.
Several arguments, however, suggest that competition among the states will not result in a race to the bottom with respect to the institutional framework governing the franchise 79. Some scholars have recognized that franchisor opportunism may give rise to liability under various state law doctrines. See Grimes, Franchisors and Market Power, supra note 6, at 140 n.131; Burns, supra note 12, at 617-30 (surveying trends in judicial review of fairness in franchisor-frachisee transactions). These scholars have not, however, argued that competition between the states to provide such remedies will be beset by market failure. See Grimes, Franchisors and Market Power, supra note 6, at 140 n.131 (stating only that many state law remedies have "proved unsatisfactory to franchisees").
80. relationship.s2 As an initial matter, any "race to the bottom" story depends upon certain empirical assumptions about the sophistication-or lack thereof-of franchisees. If franchisees are sophisticated, they will read their contracts and determine which law governs the agreement.83 As a result, choice of law clauses will be priced, and franchisors that choose the law of a franchisor haven will suffer accordingly.84 Indeed, few things would signal more overtly that a franchisor intends to embark on a course of opportunism than the adoption of the law of a haven state.ss In the real world some franchisees-maybe even a majority-might be unsophisticated, at least as the term is used here. One might seize on this realization and conclude that franchisee exit will not constrain franchisors and thus will not thwart a state's pursuit of a race to the bottom strategy. Such a conclusion, however, would be unduly hasty. Markets may function effectively-that is, approximate the result that would occur absent transaction costs-even if some or even most of the participants are unsophisticated.86 A franchisor that adopted the law of a haven state would forgo all of the revenue-and expertise-associated with potential sales to 82. Professors Kobayashi and Ribstein address the separate but related question of whether states will attempt to export costs by adopting legal regimes that promote franchisee opportunism at the expense of out-of-state franchisors. See Bruce H.
Kobayashi & Larry E. Ribstein, Contract and Jurisdictional Freedom, in THE FALL AND RisE OF FREEDOM OF CoNTRAcr 339-47 (Francis H. Buckley ed. 1999). According to these authors, franchisors can use choice of law clauses to escape "oppressive" regimes that unduly benefit franchisees. See id. at 342. They do recognize the possibility that a state may attempt to "become a haven for miscreants," and that franchisors may write contracts "that choose a 'proprietary' jurisdiction whose laws are not subject to a significant political constraint." !d. at 346. But, they assert that "these special cases should be handled by the law of fraud or by specific regulation." !d. The sort of race to the bottom described here, however, does not involve fraud, but instead simply enforcement of choice of law clauses "as written." Moreover, the assertion that states can defeat such opportunism by "specific regulation" seems to beg the question whether states would adopt such regulation in light of the threat of franchisor exit.
83. For an argument that franchisees will read and understand such agreements, see sophisticated franchisees, and this loss might outweigh any potential gains from opportunism. 87 At first glance, the suggestion that a substantial portion of franchisees will read and price their choice of law clauses may seem implausible. After all, this essay previously conceded, for the sake of argument, that exit by franchisees may not be sufficient to ensure optimal contractual terms.ss It is one thing, however, for a franchisee to read an entire contract, seeking clarification of or haggling over individual terms. It is much simpler for a franchisee to locate the choice of law clause and thus determine whether the contract is governed by the law of a haven state. If some states did attempt to pursue a haven strategy, choice of law clauses might take on some of the attributes of brand names, signaling to potential franchisees the trustworthiness of a franchisor.
Here again, the nature of the competition between states for corporate charters may provide an analogy. Very few investors read corporate charters; even fewer are familiar with the details of Delaware Corporate Law. Nevertheless, economic studies demonstrate that the price of a firm's securities does reflect the law of the state of incorporation. More precisely, firms that incorporate in investor-friendly states see their shares rise in 87. See id. at 637-39, 649-51. A franchisor could avoid the loss of sophisticated franchisees by discriminating between sophisticated and unsophisticated franchisees, that is, agreeing that sophisticated franchisees would be governed by law other than that produced by the haven state. See Goldberg, supra note 76, at 485 (arguing that proponent of form contract can "contract term discriminate" and thus perpetuate lemons equilibrium in contract terms). The execution of such a scheme, however, would face two significant hurdles. First, franchisors would have to distinguish franchisees that will read and understand their contracts from those that will not. Simply offering all franchisees contracts with haven state law and then negotiating with those who object may not be an effective strategy, as sophisticated franchisees will realize that such a strategy is occurring and thus lose trust in the franchisor. Second, franchisors and sophisticated franchisees would have to develop some basis for adopting law different from that of the haven state. These parties could always adopt the law of the sophisticated franchisee's domicile, relegating unsophisticated franchisees in that jurisdiction to the law of the haven state. However, if this (nonhaven) jurisdiction has adopted an approach similar to section 211, the clauses choosing haven law will likely not be enforceable, as the contracts in question will no longer be "standard." See REsTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 211(2) ("Such a writing is interpreted whenever reasonable as treating alike all those similarly situated, without regard to their knowledge or understanding of the standard terms of the writing."); id. at cmt. b. ("[Purchasers) trust to the good faith of the party using the form and to the tacit representation that like terms are being accepted regularly by others similarly situated."). Indeed, if a franchisor represented that a contract was "standard" when it was not, fraud may vitiate the agreement.
88. See supra notes 34-37 and accompanying text.
[Vol. 23 price, while those that incorporate in states that are hostile to investors see their shares fall.s9 Similarly, unduly onerous choice of law clauses in franchise contracts may be priced even if some franchisees are not sophisticated. Let us assume for a moment that franchisees cannot protect themselves from a race to the bottom and that transaction costs are such that choice of law clauses will not be priced. Even if this is the case, other considerations suggest that no race to the bottom will occur. To begin with, a state can only pursue a "franchisor haven" strategy with the cooperation, actual or implicit, of other states. Assume, for instance, that Florida were to adopt an opportunism-friendly legal regime. Other states could respond by attempting to replicate Florida's rules, to stem the flow of franchisor headquarters located in their states; some might do so. But what about those states that have no franchisor headquarters and no meaningful prospect of attracting them?90 These states, it seems, will face pressure to adopt institutional frameworks that favor franchisees. Some of this pressure will be political in nature-franchisees will agitate for legal reform and the appointment of sympathetic judges. 91 Other pressure will be market-based, as sophisticated franchisees may exit a jurisdiction that adopts a framework that facilitates opportunism. Political and market pressures will not always point in the same direction. Political pressure by incumbent franchisees may generate rules that are designed to promote franchisee opportunism.92 Market pressure by those who are not yet franchisees, on the other hand, will generate rules that enhance the value of franchise opportunities generally. Still, both types of pressure will militate against the generation of rules that facilitate opportunism by franchisors.
The adoption of a pro-franchisee regime will be futile if franchisors can impose other regimes on franchisees by contract. Thus, states that produce frameworks friendly to franchisees must couple the creation of such regimes with a refusal to enforce clauses that opt out of the framework.93 By refusing to enforce a franchisor's choice of law, such profranchisee states can attenuate the gains a franchisor might realize by moving its headquarters to a haven state.94 Pursuit of such a strategy by a sufficient number of states will reduce the gains a franchisor might realize by moving its operations to a haven state, and thus reduce the possibility that franchisors will incur the significant cost of such migration.9s States, in turn, will experience diluted incentives to become havens in the first place. 96 Those who are familiar with the nature of competition for corporate charters may wonder whether franchisee-friendly states could really "hold out" over the long run. After all, under the so-called "internal affairs doctrine," states generally enforce a corporation's choice of law, even with respect to issues involving shareholders within the forum state. 97 States that depart from this rule run the risk of driving businesses that are incorporated elsewhere out of the state.9s Ultimately, one might think, competition among the states might lead "hold out" states to abandon their positions and enforce franchisors' choice of law clauses, lest a franchisor withdraw its system from the state.
There is, however, an important difference between corporations and franchise systems that suggests that "hold out" states will not readily decide to enforce franchisor choice of law decisions. Where a state substitutes its own corporate law for that of the incorporating state in a derivative action, for instance, it necessarily affects the relationship between the firm's management and all of its shareholders.99 By seeking to impose burdensome rules on an entire firm, states might drive the business out of the state in question.1oo On the other hand, a state may limit the effects of its franchising regulation by refusing to apply its law to franchisees that operate in other states.1o1 Such regulation places a far less onerous burden on franchisors than would a decision by one state to apply its law to a Delaware corporation.l02 As a result, failure to enforce a franchisor's choice of law is not likely to lead the franchisor to remove the franchise system from the jurisdiction. Profranchisee states may credibly "hold out" against attempts to construct franchisor havens. The pursuit of a "hold out" strategy by some states will attenuate whatever incentives a state may have to pursue a haven strategy. Moreover, in deciding whether to pursue such a strategy, a state would have to weigh its benefits against at least two distinct costs. First, if a state adopts an institutional framework that produces a lemons equilibrium in the terms contained in franchise contracts involving out-of-state franchisees, this framework will presumably produce lemons equilibria in contracts-both franchise and non-franchisebetween the state's own citizens. Second, a state that adopts such a system will render its own citizens vulnerable to opportunism by trading partners in other states. Foreign firms, perhaps located in states that do not have frameworks 99 . A state that chooses to substitute its law for that of the incorporating state can only do so at the behest of a domestic shareholder. Still, this shareholder could bring a derivative action on behalf of the corporation as a whole, and recover damages (payable to the corporation) accordingly.
100. See Carney, supra note 90, at 312 101. See Kobayashi & Ribstein, supra note 82, at 342-44 (arguing that states can retain franchisor headquarters by limiting the application of pro-franchisee law to its own citizens).
102. Moreover, franchisors can minimize the extent of this burden by terminating their franchisees and integrating forward in the state in question, thus avoiding altogether any state regulation of the franchising relationship by contract law or otherwise. Such integration may produce inefficiencies, unless the previous level of independent outlets was driven by a franchisor's pursuit of an opportunism strategy. Still, these inefficiencies may be less costly to the franchisor than exiting altogether.
conducive to opportunism, could adopt contracts that choose the haven state's law and pursue a strategy of opportunism to the detriment of the haven state's citizens.
Thus, unless a state could adopt an institutional framework that discriminated between cases involving in-state franchisors and all others, pursuit of a franchisor haven strategy would produce negative consequences for a state's own citizens.l03 These consequences, in turn, would even further attenuate the net benefits to be realized by such a strategy, and may even make such a strategy unprofitable. Thus, the possibility that competition among the states will lead states to pursue a franchisor haven strategy. seems quite remote. The more likely result of such competition, it seems, would be a dual equilibrium, in which some states adopt statutes specific to the franchise industry that facilitate opportunism by franchisees,104 while other states adopt regimes that minimize the possibility of opportunism.
IV. CONCLUSION
The case for Sherman Act regulation of franchisor opportunism depends upon the presence of transaction costs. These costs do not exist in a vacuum but are instead a function of the institutional framework, a framework constructed by, among other things, rules of contract law. Competition between the states and not a federal monopoly should produce this framework.
